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From NBS to NIST
During the great Baltimore fire of 1904, fire companies
from New York, Philadelphia, and Wilmington were unable
to assist the struggling Baltimore department because the
out-of-town firefighters were unable to connect their equipment to Baltimore hydrants.! Knowing that their efforts
would be futile without functioning equipment, the visiting
firemen could do nothing except watch as the blaze raged
out of control. Recognizing that problems of this sort were
a result of the great scientific and engineering progress of
the previous century, Congress subsequently created the
National Bureau of Standards on March 3, 1901. 2 At that
time, the agency's original mandate was to perform the
research and development needed to create physical measurements and uniform commercial standards like those
that would have saved downtown Baltimore.
For most of it') 92-year history, the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) has been known as the
keeper of standards-measuring evetything from the
weight of a pingpong ball to the tme lengtl1 of a foot-as
well as the distributor of thousands of calibrated samples
to the benefit of many u.s. companies. In so doing, NIST
became the site of world-class basic research, earned an
excellent worldwide reputation, and was considered essential to U.S. participation in manufacturing and commerce.
In 1988, Congress recast NIST to address a political and
economic crisis: U.S. industry was losing market share to
foreign competitors. Economic indicators in that year
revealed that America's balance of trade in manufactured
goods had plunged from an $18.1 billion surplus in 1981 to
a $151 billion deficit in 1986. 3 Even high-tech electronic
products had been nl11ning a growing negative trade balance since 1984, increasing 49 percent between 1985 and
4
1986. With the passing of the Omnibus Trade and
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Competitiveness Act in August, 1988, NIST's mission and
responsibilities were redefined and expanded. s The agency
was assigned a more daunting task: to help jump-start the
economy and win back U.S. business markets by working
with industry to develop innovative technologies. 6
Today, NIST is a non-regulatory agency that works to promote economic growth by developing and applying technology, measurements, and standards in conjunction with
American industry. Business concerns dominate NIST's
agenda, and the agency, now a palt of the Department of
Commerce's Technology Administration, has become a top
technology-funding minipower.7 More important than the
heightening of NIST's profile, the agency has also become
the focus of an experiment in government-industty collaboration through the flagship Advanced Technology Program
CATP), which holds many implications for the role of the
federal government in technological development and the
future welfare of u.s. industry. This article examines the
basic mission and stmcture of ATP and considers ATP's
usefulness as a model for future government-industry relations.

The Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act
The drastic change in the bureau's fOttunes began in 1988
with the passage of the Omnibus Trade and
Competitiveness Act. The basis for the act was the growing
realization across the nation that fundamental changes in
the stmcture of the world economy had undermined the
advantages the United States once enjoyed.B In the prelude
to tl1e Act, Congress found that 1) technology and manufacturing improvements depend upon research to develop
measures and standards necessary for quality and reliability, as well as new technological processes to allow industty to incorporate new methods and discoveries into com-
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mercial products; 2) scientific progress, public safety, and
product compatibility depend on common and precise
methods and measures; and 3) the federal government
should maintain a science, engineering, and technology
laboratory to assist U.S. companies in implementing new
processes and creating new products. 9
As a result of these findings the Act gave the Bureau a new
name-the National Institute of Standards and
Technology-and a new three-fold mandate with a clear
emphasis on improving technology: to assist private sector
initiatives to capitalize on advanced technology; to advance
promising research and development (R&D) projects to be
employed in future commercial applications through cooperative effolts with industries and universities; and to promote shared risks, accelerated development, and the combination of skills necessalY to strengthen America's manufacturing industries. 1o According to the drafters of the Act,
"The future well-being of the U.S. economy depends on a
strong manufacturing base that requires continual improvements in manufacturing technology, quality control, and
techniques for ensuring product reliability and cost-effectiveness."lJ

The Advanced Technology Program
Since the establishment of the agency, NIST has taken dle
lead in stimulating cooperation among U.S. industries to
make technological breakthroughs. With the passage of dle
Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act, the Institute was
thrown into the intense and fast-paced world of international technological competition. By redirecting NIST's
effolts, Congress was leveraging federal power in the hope
of stepping up the pace of the transfer of high-tech breakthroughs to the market, thereby reinvigorating the struggling U.S. manufacturing sector. According to Wi!
Lepkowski of Chemical & Engineering News, NIST was
"setting off to help make U.S. industry dominant once
again in manufacturing technology.,,12

Since the establishment of the agency,
NIST has taken the lead in stimulating
cooperation among US. industries to
make technological breakthroughs.
In accordance with the new mandate, NIST undertook several initiatives. First came the creation of dle Industrial
Extension Services Program through which the agency
would transfer new information on manufacturing teclmol-
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ogy to businesses through collaborative workshops and
seminars. Second was the Clearinghouse for State
Technology Programs, which collected and analyzed the
work of state government., in promoting technology for
economic development. The Clearinghouse was followed
in 1989 by the establishment of the Manufacturing
Extension Program, which provided technology assistance
to U.S. manufacturers through non-profit Manufacturing
Extension Centers located within universities throughout
the country. The fourth and final NIST initiative was the
Advanced Technology Program (ATP). Of all these initiatives, the ATP is the linchpin of NIST's revamped mission.
ATP was created by the Technology Competitiveness Act of
1988 in response to the deteriorating condition of the u.s.
competitive position in the world economy.13 Authors of
the Act based dleir law on two premises: 1) that expensive
and risky tecImology research and development (R&D)
tended to actually inhibit technology development and
subsequent timely commercialization in private-sector finns,
and 2) that foreign competitors such as Japan and
Gelmany had mastered the principles of risk reduction by
forming cost-shared public-private partnerships.14 In short,
Congress recognized that in order to bring about long-term
economic growth for the United States, industty needed to
move technology from the research phase to the marketplace at a much faster pace.
Implemented in 1990, ATP's structure was based on the
fact that the root of America's technology problem was not
the ability to conduct basic scientific research but rather the
inability to bridge dle gap between lab and marketplace,
and dlat one source of America's competitiveness problem
was the mismatch between the stmctural organization and
function of key federal government programs and the
changing nature of the global marketplace. 15 To compensate
for the weak links in the technology development chain,
ATP makes competitive awards to indus tty on a cost-sharing basis for R&D projects considered to have strong
potential for increasing the competitiveness of u.s. industty
and stimulating economic growth. ATP was modeled after
a Japanese grant program of support for key industrial
technologies, and was designed to provide seed money for
research consortia and small businesses to speed commercial application of new technology in areas such as highdefinition television, advanced manufacturing, and superconductivity.16
One of the first benetlciaries of the program was X-Ray
Optical Systems. Based in Albany, New York, X-ray qualified for a grant from NIST for $1.9 million to develop x-ray
and neutron lenses from glass capillaries, an emerging
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technology with widespread commercial application potential. Other awards made by ATI) include $1.2 million to
Non-volatile Electronics Inc. of Minnesota for research into
new ways of manufacturing computer memolY media, as
well as similar projects in neural networks, thermal insulators, and plastic recycling methods. 17
In the 1993 edition of the "Guide to NIST," Director Arati
Prabhakar described the organization's strategy to turn itself
from a simple measurement laboratory program with three
small extra-mural programs into a "full-selvice technology
development, funding, extension and quality improvement
partner for U.S. industry."IH This new goal is clearly manifest in dle ATP. The program's mission is to stimulate economic growth in the United States through technological
development, and has transformed NIST into a new model
of a federal agency that aggressively uses government
funds to directly promote economic growth. The level and
nature of collaboration inherent in ATP's design may serve
as a blueprint for a new role for the federal government.
Whether or not this role is appropriate is a matter of current and, no doubt, future debate.

How the Program Works
ATP is authorized to fund research programs involving
individual companies or joint ventures between two 01'
more firms. To guide the selection of grantee programs,
ATI) has several criteria which fall into the following cate•
19
gones:
• scientific and technical merit;
• broad-based conunercial benefits;

benefits."ZO In order to fulfill programmatic goals, therefore,
ATP combines two simple yet effective strategies.
First, like Japan's MinistlY for International Trade &
Industry, ATP facilitates the commercialization of research
by awarding matching grants to U.S. companies or joint
ventures, thereby promoting government and private sector
21
collaboration in the development of new technologies.
This element of shared risk sets ATP apatt from other scientific grant programs. The provision requiring grant winners to furnish half of the funds to implement the R&D
programs provides some insurance and reduces the risk of
the government's investment of taxpayer dollars. ATP's
condition that participating companies pay half the bill also
ensures that these firms have a vested interest in the success of the projects and in timely commercialization of the
results.
ATP's funding scheme has been characterized as lying
somewhere between grants and contracts, yet having dle
best of both worlds. Unlike a contract, the program does
not demand a specific product. Compared to a grant, dle
ATP provides more technical SUppOlt and monitors a project's progress more closely. Through the combination of
technical assistance and qualterly evaluation, ATP has government and inciusuy working lot cmel witb each other.

ATP's funding scheme has been
characterized as lying somewhere
between grants and contracts, yet
having the best of both worlds.

• technology transfer benefits;
• experience and qualifications of research teams;
• applicant's level of commitment toward completion of
R&D and subsequent commercialization; and
• quality of applicant's management team and organizational stmcture.
These criteria are designed to identify recipients who have
well-defined R&D plans and a clear vision of how technological success could be transformed into competitive, marketable ideas. Individual companies can receive up to $2
million over three years, while awards to joint ventures can
continue for five years. Dennis Cioffi of Physics Today
notes that, "In contrast to most scientific grant proposals,
ATP candidates have two requirements: technical and economic. The evaluation criteria include scientific and technical strength, as well as plans for eventual commercialization of the research and potential broad-based economic
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Requiring all R&D projects to be conducted in the grantee's
facilities is me second sU'ategy used to fulfill ATP's mission.
In shaping the ATP, NIST administrators understood that
reinventing the wheel is a waste of money and time. So
they went to where the resources-intellectual and mechanical-already existed: the private finns dlemselves. The use
of pre-existing facilities eliminates the need for NIST to
maintain a corps of researchers and cutting-edge equipment
on-site, dlUS enabling the agency to save millions of dollars
and to concentrate its resources and efforts on identifying
me most promising candidates, building and suppolting collaboration, and administering the program efficiently.
The concern over efficient administration of the awards has
raised fears that rivalry between paltners in joint ventures
would threaten projects from the inside. Program proponents argue, however, that during d1e precompetitive stage,
a joint venture between multiple organizations that lock the
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ability to gain a particular advantage over each other is
u
viable. After the R&D phase is completed, each palticipant
may proceed in its chosen direction with rights to the
generic technology, thereby allowing each partner to apply
the technology to develop specific products or manufactur23
ing methocL" for those products. A joint venture cUlTently
undelway is the Automotive Composites Consortium
involVing Ford, General Motors, and Chlysler. The "Big
Three" automakers are cooperatively investigating the use
of structurally reinforced composites in automobiles and
the technical hurdles that cUlTently limit the exploitation of
this application. 21
As with its parent organization, the Department of

Commerce, some of ATP's functions have provoked flJrther
inquhy. Opponents have argued that ATP is needlessly
duplicating efforts tlmt exist in other federal organizations.
Others question whether the program can ever fulfill its
lofty goals. 21 Finally, the largest issue sUlTOll11ding the
nature of NIST programs like ATP is the level of inHuence
afforded to the federal government over the private sector
and the fate of U.S. industry.

Duplication of Efforts
One issue sUlTounding the cost-shared awards to industry is
the striking similarity ATP bears to programs undertaken by
other federal agencies such as tlle Depaltment of Defense
(DOD). On July 25, 1989, Deputy Commerce SecretalY
1110mas J. Murrin testified before Congress dlat, "ATP is only
one approach for dle United States to commercialize new
technologies.,,26 For example, the Advanced Research Projects
Agency (ARPA) program within DOD supports SEMATECH, a
consortium of eleven major semiconductor manufacturers, by
providing 50 percent of the funds required for the consortium's R&D. SEMATECH was designed to regain u.s. leadership in semiconductor manufacturing through the development of advanced eqUipment and the reduction of costs
dlroUgh improved efficiency and quality:7 ATP's mission mirrors that of the ARPA, and as of July 25, 1995-six years after
tlle initial repOlt had been issued by the u.s. General
Accounting Office-eleven otller programs closely resembling ATP and ARPA had been located.
There is no question that ATP appears to duplicate ARPA's
programmatic function. ATP was created specifically for the
purpose of proViding a commercial counterpart to ARPA.
Indeed, Congress has been generously funding NIST for
years, hoping that tlle agency would invigorate the struggling manufacturing sector like ARPA did for the semicon211
ductor industly 30 years ago. Millions of dollars of technology application money and NIST's CU1Tent director were
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tmnsferred directly from ARPA to NIST to pursue "dual-use"
applications.""

Finally, the largest issue surrounding
the nature of NIST programs like ATP is
the level of influence afforded to the
federal government over the private
sector and the fate of us. industry.
However, the key difference between the two programs is
that ARPA was aimed at a very specific kind of technology,
whereas ATP, which relies upon industry to nominate technologies deserving of advancement, supports a much
broader selection. John Tesk, a physical scientist with
NIST's Polymers Division, argues that altllOugh ATP is one
of many government research and development programs,
the element of discretion afforded by a broader base of
projects from which to choose distinguishes the program
from the rest. Unlike similar programs where ilie primary
focus is on basic research or technology development to
meet specific mission requirements, ATP's goal is more
fluid: "to increase federal investment in precompetitive
research on generic technologies through cost-sharing partnerships with industlY in areas where the federal government is not a major end-user.,,3o
The qualifier requiring that effOlts and resources be aimed
at non-governmental users attached to ATP's goal of promoting research on precompetitive technology highlights
the second key element that separates ATP from oilier government-industly programs: ARPA's major end user was the
military. ATP's major end-user is industly. As seen in
Figures 1 and 2, ARPA allows goverrunent to serve the
needs of various depaltments, whereas ATP permits government to serve tlle needs of industry and the economy.
ATP applicants must prove tlleir current and future wOlth
to the nation, not the government.
When combined with its broad legislative mandate-to
promote the rapid commercialization of new scientific discoveries and refine manufacturing practices-NIST's Huid
mission gives ATP an element of Hexibility and tremendous
scope that most other federal programs lack. An ATP document aptly summarizes the agency's strength:
NIST is the only government research organization
whose technical capability is not constl"ained by an
operational federal mission. NIST is not defined by
responsibility for a paJticular technology. It is defined
instead by the functional requirenwllh of its mission
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to help the scientific and industrial base as a whole
progress technically.... Unlike other federal technology programs, AlP makes investments explicitly for
this reason rather than for some other national goal. 31
ATP's approach to commercialization of new technologies
is unique among government R&D support programs. ATP
may bear striking similarity 1:0 programs such as SEMATECH, but the likenesses are outweighed by the fundamental
difference between ATP's flexible mission and tile rigid
mission of otiler federal R&D programs. Flexibility and discretion in choosing which technologies to promote is the
fundamental difference between ATP and parallel R&D
programs; however, the amount of bureaucratic discretion
has brought NIST unwanted, negative attention.

Intrusion
One of the larger issues surrounding ATP is the depilis to
which government is permitted to delve into industrial
activities. A former NIST director has remarked that
Americans are very comfortable with tile nation's science
policy. "The nation is, however, very uncomfOltable with
the idea of industrial policy. ,,32 Through its funding program, NIST is deciding which technologies the federal government should back by selecting and speeding up critical
ones that seem just a grant away from the market. 33 The
dominant philosophical position among citizens and our
elected representatives would render this role too intrusive.
Proponents of this view claim iliat the government, by
funding selective corporate efforts, is stepping in where it
does not belong, disrupting the natural effects of the market mechanism and needlessly increasing tile burden on
tile taxpayer. Claud Barfield of tile American Enterprise
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Institute has accused Congress of putting "pressure on ATP
to fund product development-sometiling that companies
and stockholders ratiler than taxpayers should subsidize.,,34
Likewise, the Bush administration believed that private
industry, not the federal government, should take the R&D
lead. Philosophically opposed to the government becoming
a venture capitalist for fledgling companies, President
Bush's response to Congressional support for NIST programs such as ATP was tepid at best.
In actuality, tile prevention of federal intrusion is inherent
in ATP's design. While ilie federal government provides the
catalyst for ATP technology projects, industry itself conceives, partially funds, and executes the projects. NIST
does not substitute decisions by government bureaucrats
for decisions better made by private industry; neither does
tile agency pick "winners and losers" any more than otiler
federal research agencies such as the National Science
Foundation and the National Labs do. 35 Specific R&D projects are selected from proposals developed and submitted
by industry, thereby allowing industry to set and change
the program's agenda. In otiler words, NIST does not dictate to industry what type of research it must pursue.
Instead, NIST lets industry propose and defend eminently
marketable, pre-competitive technologies that have the
potential for wide-spread application and significant market
success. Through NIST, the federal government is not simply regulating corporate activity, but proactively responding
to business needs, thereby supporting high-tech manufacturers so that they may survive and flourish into fue new
millennium.
The concerns of conservatives like Barfield, President
Bush, and otllers about government involvement in indus-
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try may have been appropriate during the Cold War. Now,
however, dus conception of the federal role is invalidated
by the changing nature of global competition in recent
years. In dle complacent 1950s, ilie United States was the
unchallenged global leader in most industries, so efficiency
in the transference of new technologies to the market was
not a priority. For instance, in the early 1960s, almost 90
percent of the colo~ televisions produced in ilie world
came from ilie United States. 36 Now more dlan half are
made in Japan. Sin1ilarly, aliliough ilie VCR is an American
invention, ilie Japanese now manufacture greater ilian 90
percent of ilie world's supply.37 These days of global competition are vasdy different-the competition is fierce and
extremely capable.

A New Role
In a speech at NIST's 90ili Anniversary Symposium, former
Director Lewis Branscomb addressed ilie debate over the
appropriate role of government:
Anlericans are now beginning to recognize the
changed status of ilie American economy, and the
need for a more supportive role by government for
industrial competitiveness. The starting point for iliat
recognition is awareness that ilie spin-off model for
commercial benefit from mission-driven federal technology is not a sufficient view of how the government should help.38
In effect, Branscomb is suggesting iliat ilie role played by
the federal government in earlier programs such as ARPA
would fail to fulfill current industry needs in the face of
strong foreign competition. These old models are inefficient in a world where economic victory is now determined by who is first to the market, not first in development.
Since the debut of ATP, NIST leaders have come forward to
urge tileir government peers, industrial partners, and citizens to shed their disillusionment at opportunities for technological advancement and come to terms wiili reality. In
1991, John Lyons, former Director of NIST, noted that the
Omnibus Act of 1988 increased NIST's focus on working
with industry in order to improve ilie competitive posture
of U.S. industry in the global marketplace. "Market places
are now global railier ilian national, and U.S. industry is
struggling to keep up with some of our off-shore trading
paltners.,,39 Two years later, the late Commerce Secretary
Ron Brown said that: "a raging debate about tile proper
relationship between industlY and the government has
ended and government is ready to work hand-in-hand wiili
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industry to strengthen the

u.s. economy.,,40

The question iliat remains, therefore, is not whether the
government should be collaborating with industry but what
form that collaboration will take. The ATP can celtainly be
seen as a model of effective government program design
in the future. The program's effectiveness lies in the facilitating railier ilian the directing of government-industry collaboration. In light of the global competition, the ATP's legislative mandate gives the agency new facilitating and brokering functions: facilitating the agenda of industry and
brokering R&D deals between companies with similar
needs and interests. ATP's financial support allows companies to overcome the risk iliat has always been a roadblock
to progress. Also, ATP facilitates collaboration between
competing U.S. firms that otherwise would not join forces.
In effect, the program removes government from its role as
heavy-handed director and places it in an almost pure
facilitator role.

The question that remains... is not
whether the government should be
collaborating with industry but what
form that collaboration will take.
This new model of government-industry collaboration has
significant far-reaching benefits. First, ATP undoubtedly has
a high potential to affect u.s. economic growth.
Furthermore, by making direct grants to corporations and
consortia instead of conducting the research in-house, NIST
has reduced tile need for bureaucracy and helped the
country move forward. This is inherently a more effective
form of government service and one that will necessarily
be replicated in this era of reduced funds and increased
need.

Continuing a Trend
NIST continues to shape its programs in response to the
changing needs of ilie countly. In 1994, new strategies
were outlined for ilie future of ATP in which it will build
cooperative alliances among businesses, universities, and
government and propose joint ventures to corporations
based on mutual interests. The program will also act as a
mentor by assisting companies, particularly small ones, in
planning for future commercialization, developing linkages
with investors, and implementing business plans.
NIST had its origins in an era of scientific progress, when
uniform measurements and commercial standards were
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vital to the successful application of the previous centl11y's
innovations. NIST is still a critical agency for facilitating the
development and application of new technology. As Dr.
Prabhakar said, "Since our beginnings in 1901 we've
always been an organization whose job it was to serve
industry in extremely practical ways."l1 However, the combination of today's advanced technology, the global economy and the trend toward reduced government places NIST
in a role that moves beyond measurements and standards

to a new model of government-industry collaboration.
In ATP, NIST has created a benchmark for federal progmms--one that reduces the need for a large bureaucracy,
makes government more responsive and helps the country
move fOlward by design. Now, NIST's challenge is to further define and refine the new relationship with industry
so that, like its early 20th century incarnation, NIST can
continue to serve the challenging scientific and technological needs of the nation.
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